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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW Of LITERATURE
With the velocity at which the activities of the nation are increasing, the people who are trying to keep up with them are finding themselves in a state of nervous tension.

Fewer households have servants and

more homemakers are working outside the home, causing the family to have
added duty.

This being true, more and more stress is being placed on work

simplification in order to reduce the time and energy used, thus giving
more leisure time and reducing these tensions.
One reason that the increase in activities hts

affected people is

that "there is evidence that the little known of easier procedures for
definite jobs in the home is not widespread."
In the commercial field and in the eduoation field, steps have been
taken to apply principles of work simplification.

Only in recent years,

though, have homemakers begun to apply the various industrial methods of
work simplification to their own home tasks, the reason being stated by
Gross and Crandall.
The problem of controlling output of the homemaker is more
complex than that of industry, for she must see the day as a whole,
not as an eight hour workday} her work includes many varied tasks
instead of one specialised one, the wage incentive is lacking- and
her work involves close personal relations with other people.

1

Practice.
2

Irrna H. Gross and E. W. Crandall. Home Management in Theory and
New Yorkt Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1947. p. 222.
Ibid., p. 164.

To be able to help the homenakers make their taaka easier they not
only must learn new ways of performing tasks but they must become so interested in work simplification that they are able to apply one principle
to many tasks.

Gross and Crandall said it in thiB wayi

For the average person, work simplification can be of help in
two ways. First, a worker may actually use the results of laboratory
studies, that is, learn easier methods on a particular task. ...
The second kind of help is more far-reaching and more challenging.
When interest is aroused in the subject anyone may become "motionedminded." What is motion-mindedness? Nothing more than the constant
application of some general principles of work simplification to one's
own jobs. It is a point of view that adds interest to routine tasks
and makes those tasks less of a burden.''
Very little formal instruction has been presented to the publio of
methods of work simplification and "up to the present time, research
studies in relation to work simplification in the home are very limited."
Findings of the Purdue Conference on Work Simplification held in August,
1943, were probably the first made available to those actively engaged in
household tasks*
The best known research in the field of work simplification has been
done by Frederick Taylor in The Principles of Scientific Management, 1911,
and Frank Gilbreth in Applied Motion Study, 1917, but their work pertained
to industry.

Mrs. C hristine Frederick in The New Housekeeping, 1914, and

Mrs. Lillian Gilbreth in The Homemaker and Her Job, 1927, applied the
principles of work simplification to household tasks.

Later research in

industry was made by Dr. Marvin Mundel in Systematic Time and Motion Study,
1947, when he classed the changes in motions into five levels.

3

Ibid., p. 222.

4

Ibid., pp. 201-202.

Gross and

Crandall adapted these changes to household tasks in this wayi
Class 1 (lowest) Change in body position and number and type
of motions, everything remaining the same. Example si
putting away dishes with two hands instead of one; sitting
instead of standing; eliminating unnecessary motions such
as useless pats while making a bed; using rhythmic motions
in sweeping*
Class 2 Change in tools and equipment. ExampleBt a tray to carry
dishes, a long-handled dusting tool, an electric mixer, a
working surface of the right height, the electrolytic
method of cleaning silver.
Class 3 Change in production sequence* Examples! method of bed
making mentioned above in which all covers are tucked in
on one side before worker goes to opposite side; mixing
cake by putting a]l ingredients into bowl at once*
Class 4 Change in finished product. Example si square biscuits
instead of round ones cut with a biscuit cutter; leaving
sheets unironed; closing a piano between usages to avoid
dust; putting away brio-a-brao.
Class 5 (highest) Change in raw material. Examples! selfpolishing wax; dirt repellent finishes on textiles;
plastic place uats instead of linen; Swiss chard instead
of spinach (larger leaves take less handling)*
Mary K. Heiner and N. M. Vedder made a study on dishwashing in 1930,
"Studies in Dishwashing ^thodsi

An Attempt to Apply "Methods of Job

Analysis to a Household Process," and Heiner, in later research (1943),
studied the type of tools and working conditions in the home.

Marianne

Muse made another study in 1934 on Kitchen Equipment and Arrangement.

The

most soientifio research ever conduoted in the application of methods of
work simplification to home tasks was made by Elaine Knowles in ironing a
shirt (1944).
Relatively little research has been done on the subject of teaching
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Ibid,

pp. 222-223.

a unit on work simplification to high school pupils.

Closely related re-

search was done by Kathleen iucDonald in her thesis, "Home Management
Teaching on the Secondary Level."6

In this study, she interviewed home

economics teachers in Alabama about the preferred method of teaching home
management.

It was found that there is a definite trend toward summarizing

management in a short unit after integrating methods of work simplification
in each unit.

The teaching techniques used were participation in the

classroom, demonstrations and discussions, supervised study, home projects
and lecture.

About half of the teachers have found home project work an

effective means of teaching management*
Since high school girls feel many pressures for their use of time,
it seems important to help them with this problem.

The teaching of methods

of work simplification as one separate unit is not a custon.

in the home-

making classes in North Carolina as it is included in all units throughout
the Guide to the Teaching of Homemaking in North Carolina Schools.7

The

writer preferred to develop a unit on the subject.
With this in mind, a unit on methods of work simplification consisting of pupil demonstrations and home experiences as applied to home
tasks was developed and wa6 taught to a third year homemaking class of 19
pupils at Randleman High School in Randolph County, North Carolina.

° McDonald, Kathleen, Home Anagement Teaching on the Secondary Level
in Alabama Polytechnic Institute, piaster's thesis. Alabama. Alabama
Polytechnic Institute, 1S47, 81 pp.
7

Dennis, Catherine T., Lacey, Uabel L., and Lowe, Louise, A. Guide
to the Teaching of Homtimaking in North Carolina Schools. Raleigh, "North Carolina, State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The purpose of the 3tudy was to develop the pupils' ability to apply
the principles of work simplification to various tasks at home.

A question-

naire was used as a means of obtaining information about which tasks the
pupils felt were tiring before they had been formally subjected to methods
of work simplification.
An application of the knowledge gained was made through a change in
the homemaking department and home experiences, both spontaneous and
planned.

Reports by the pupil and home visits by the teacher were means of

checking the application to the home.

CHAPTER II
IJBTdOD OF TEACHING THE UNIT
A work simplification unit was planned and taught to a third year
homemaking class and was evaluated.
la

The objectives were to gaini

An awareness of the factors contributing to fatigue and
an ability to recognize those things that hoinemakers do
which cause unnecessary fatigue in household tasks.

2.

An understanding of the effect of posture, arrangement of
furniture and equipment, sequence of work, and type of tools
on lessening fatigue.

3.

An ability and a desire to correct factors causing fatigue
in household tasks.

In order to find the kind and number of household tasks that high
school pupils found most tiring, a questionnaire was used.

Fifteen of

those tasks often performed by boys and girls

were included in the

questionnaire; none were added by the pupils,

iiost of the pupils found

ironing, studying and dish washing tiring before having been subjected to
methods of work simplification (Table I).

Mending and washing clothes were

checked only once each but it is felt that this may be due to the small
amount of it that high school pupils do.

1 The tasks included were found by Elizabeth Winston to be frequently
performed in Home Activities, Matives, and Attitudes of Seventh and Sighth
Grade Pupils in the Different Types of Public Schools in North Carolina.
Waster's Thesis. North Carolina, Woman's Colloge of the University of North
Carolina, 1951.

TABLE

I

HOMS ACTIVITIES POUND TIRING BY TII3 HIGH SCHOOL GIRL
(19 pupila in a third year homemaking olass at Randleman High
School, Randolph County, liorth Carolina)
Activities

Number of pupils checking
tasks as tiring

Ironing
Studying
Washing dishes
Dressing
Cutting pattern
Making beds
Preparing a meal
Cleaning a room
Hanging out and bringing in clothes
Sowing
Cleaning windows
Preparing one food in particular
Setting the table
tending
Washing c/oMes

15
8
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
1
1

Three parts of varying length were planned to show the relationship
of posture, sequence of work, arrangement of furniture and equipment, and
type of tools to ease in homemaking.
Part one (one lesson) attempted to gain interest in the elimination
of fatigue in the performance of household tasks, by the use of the motion
picture, "USDA Step-Saving Kitohen."
Part two (five lessons) attempted!

(a) to gain pupil understanding

of the relation of posture to fatigue, (b) to develop knowledge of the types
of posture which require the most energy, (c) to develop pupil ability to
use correot posture for doing tasks when standing, sitting, walking, bending,
stooping and reaching, and (d) to gain pupil knowledge of relaxing exercises*

8
Part three (ten lessons) was planned to continue the study of factors
contributing to fatigue by bringing out the elements other than posture sequence of work, arrangement of furniture and equipment, and type of tools.
Teacher and Pupil Demonstrations on Posture
One poster of photographs snowing good and poor posture for doing
woric while standing, sitting, walking, and stooping, and another poster
comparing the energy required in lying down, sitting, standing, stooping,
and reaching were discussed.

Determination of good posture by means of a

plumb line was also included in this lesson.

The teacher demonstrated best

posture to maintain while completing a task requiring standing and walking
postures; for instance, beating or mixing, ironing, washing dishes and the
like.

To develop pupil knowledge of correct sitting, stooping, reaching,

and bending postures in doing tasks, the class of 19 pupils was divided
into five groups; each group to study and to demonstrate a part of the tasks
requiring these postures.
The first group studied and demonstrated correct posture while
sewing, cleaning walls, getting items from high shelves, and dusting.
The second group studied and demonstrated correct walking posture
for mowing the lawn, moving furniture and using the vacuum cleaner and its
attachments.
Demonstrations showing correot posture when carrying heavy objects,
sitting while working in the kitchen, and looking into ovens or low places
were presented by the third group.
The fourth group studied and demonstrated correct posture for

lifting heavy articles, picking up smaller articles and opening windows.
Relaxing exercises were studied and demonstrated by the last group.
Teacher and Pupil Demonstrations
on Simplifying Home Tasks
In preparation for studying the factors affecting the time and
energy used in carrying out various tasks, a mimeographed list, which grew
out of the first questionnaire, was prepared to show the tasks which were
tiring for these pupils and to break them down into small unitsj
Dressing
Arrangement of dresser drawers
Clothes storage
Bathroom arrangement
Studying
Desk and storage of books
Cleaning house
Order of cleaning a room
Using vacuum cleaner and its attachments
Cleaning windows
Furniture arrangement
leaking beds
Garden tool and hardware storage
Washing dishes
Cleaning silver (not chosen for study later)
Other storage problems (not chosen for study later)
Preparing food
Cake baking (or other food)
i^uick meals
Table setting
Kitchen arrangement and equipment
laundry
Storage of soiled and clean laundry
Hanging out and bringing clothes
Ironing
Sewing and mending
Cutting of pattern
Placement of machine
Storage of notions
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The teacher chose one small unit and demonstrated to the class ways
in which this element of the task could be done more easily, applying the
principle of chance in arrangement of equipment.

To be able to gain and

hold pupil interest by actual participation and to enable all units to be
covered, each pupil chose one unit, studied the factors affecting fatigue,
and presented her findings to the class in demonstration form.

The teacher

had prepared a bibliography of books, pamphlets, and clippings, separated
according to task and placed in folders accessible to the pupils.

The

teacher had also prepared a mimeographed sheet to help the pupils organize
their demonstrations, which provided for listing the factors which made
this activity tiring, time-consuming, or inconvenient, and the reasons;
as well as the changes made which improved the way of doing the activity,
listing references and making drawings when possible (page 11).

A descrip-

tion of demonstrations by the teacher and pupils followsi
Dressing
Dresser drawer arrangement.

Two similar drawers from a dresser were

placed on exhibit by the teacher, the contents of each arranged very neatly.
Only one, showed the correct way, as was pointed out by a poster above the
exhibit.

The correct drawer was far better because of a sectioned utility

drawer and other small boxes to hold hairpins, combs, hairnets, lipstick,
and the like, thus keeping everything in place even with the movement of
pulling out and pushing in the drawer, and taking out and putting in articles,
There were no jars, tubes, and boxes of any cream or powder duplicated nor

11
DEMONSTRATION OF MAKING TASKS EASIER

1.

NAME OF ACTIVITY

2.

LIST FACTORS WHICH MAKE THIS ACTIVITY TIRING OR TAKE TOO MUCH TIJ.E
OR INCONVENIENT.

3.

a.

WHY?

b.

WHY?

o.

WHY?

d.

WHY?

LIST CHANGES MADE WHICH I!'T"ROVED ACTI/ITY SO THAT IT IS LESS TIRESOME
OR TAKES LESS TIME OR IS
CONVENIENT.
a.

WHY?

b.

WHY?

c.

WHY?

d.

WHY?

4.

Bibliography

5.

Drawings, if possible
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were there any jars with only a small portion in them.

The poorer drawer,

though arranged well was holding duplicate cosmetics, hairpins lying in a
neat pile, lipstioks lined side by side and such other things that would
become jumbled instantly should the drawer be moved.
This caused much comment as many persons said, "That's my drawer,"
pointing to the poor one.

Many spontaneous home experiences grew from this.

Two teachers who saw the exhibit said that they went home and rearranged
their dresser drawers.
Clothes closets.

In t.iis demonstration, the ordinary way of making

use of clothes closets was shown by a drawing on the blackboard, with only
hooks and a very high shelf.

Ways to change a oloset by adding low shelves

along one side, shoe racks or shoe bag6, belt hooks, and putting up a rod
were demonstrated.
For those whose problem was the lack of a clothes closet, ways of
making a closet from a refrigerator shipping box, from apple boxes placed
in two stacks with a board and rod connecting the two stacks and another
from a rod attached to two upright boards similar to a bench.
Bathroom storage.

Three conventional small bathrooms were drawn on

the blackboard to show storage ideas.

One consisted of shelves in the

walls, and/or extending out into the room wherever they did not obstruct
walking space, as above the flush tank of the commode.

A larger bathroom

was also drawn to show the added convenience of more storage space since
towels, soap, toilet supplies, soiled clothes and sometimes underwear are
often used there first.
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For bathrooms which lack built-in storage, a mov able set of drawers,
shelves or table were suggested as added storage space.

The importance of

having places for children's articles .Mas also brought out.
Studying
Desk and storage for books.

A table used in the demonstration was

proved to be the quickest way to provide a desk, but one which would be
more convenient and induce more pride could be made from an old bureau or
apple boxes or orange crates with plywood connecting them for a top.

This

would give excellent storage for books, and a divided shelf would provide
space for vertical filing.

Wany pupils felt that they would do more studying

if" they had a desk and a place to store their books and supplies.
Cleaning House
Order of cleaning a room.

No one of the class knew that the way in

which one went about cleaning a room oould change the ease of cleaning until
it was demonstrated.
periences.

Then it became one of the most popular of home ex-

The dining room was previously set up to resemble a den with

papers, shoes, ash trays and books for this demonstration.

The room was

first cleaned by sweeping, picking up things as they were reached and carrying them to their proper room or plaoe, one at a time.
Afterward, this same room, in its original clutter was cleaned by
clearing tables, carrying out articles all at one time and emptying ash
trays into a paper bag ready for discarding.

To make house cleaning easier,

the suggestion was ne.de that some work be done every day instead of leaving
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it for a weekly task.
Using the -vacuum cleaner and attachmenta.

Using the den set up in

the dining room again, it was shown how dust is merely rearranged when the
dust cloth and broom are used.

It was also shown that regular use of the

vacuum cleaner and attachments makes furniture last longer as dust is drawn
out into a bag for discarding.
Cleaning blinds regularly with extension attachments proved easy and
keepsthem cleaner longer.

Since attachments are not used extensively by

homemakers through lack of convenient storage places, an apron-like holder
with pockets was made and shown to the class.

The pupil taught that this

holder should be kept near the storage place of the vacuum cleaner.
Cleaning windows.

As one window was cleaned, the demonstrator

stressed the more difficult way by use of soap and water, not washing woodwork first, and by standing on a chair with a bucket of water on the floor.
Another window was cleaned with a sprayed on window cleaner and a soft cloth
and use of a step ladder for higher panes.

The woodwork was cleaned with a

soapless cleaner before the windows were washed.
Before the demonstration, some comments indicated the feeling that
soap and water was cleaner, but after the demonstration, the thought was
changed because of the smaller amount of work required as well as the
cleaner, less streaked windows.
Furniture arrangement.

By the use of a large doll house and doll

furniture, it was shown that ill-arranged furniture hampered house cleaning.
Bookshelves over a wide piece of furniture, no clear passageway, furniture
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which has to be moved and a bed against two walls were the main faults
brought out in the demonstration as causing too much energy to be expended
in housecleaning.

The furniture was rearranged in the same room showing

how it looked better as well as was easier to clean.
Making beds.

When a person has never been shown the easy way to

make beds, it is hard for them to grasp it by reading the directions, so
the teacher showed the pupil how to demonstrate bed making the old way and
the new way, counting time and motions and steps.
brought out as a factor in wasting energy.

The height of the bed was

Using this information from the

teacher, the demonstration was started by showing the old way of putting
each cover on and arranging it on both sides before putting on the next
cover.

Immediately, this bed was remade by using the method of completing

one side and then the other, saving numerous steps.

This demonstration

also caused many spontaneous home experiences.
Garden tool and hardware storage.

In this exhibit of garden tool

and hardware storage, glass jars were on display holding different sizes of
nails, nuts, bolts and the like.

A large board indicating the back of a

door or a wall was used in the demonstration to show how to hang such tools
as pliers, hammers, saws, and screw drivers, in preference to their being
all jumbled up in a tool box.

Pictures were shown on how to store garden

tools.
Washing dishes.

This demonstration was shown in the homemaking

department kitchen where the only sink is too low for any pupil enrolled in
homemaking.

There is no cabinet near the sink.

The demonstrator used this
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to advantage by showing how to use a tray for carrying dishes to and from
the sink, and by raising the dish pan with another pan turned upside down
under her dish pan.

The convenience of having the dish pan, soap, and all

the dishwashing apparatus at the sink was also shown.

Proper sequence of

work was 6hown by taking dirty dishes, stacked at the right, to the dish pan,
to the drainer at the left and into an improvised dish cabinet, since no
cabinet was near the sink in this department.
Preparing Pood
Cake baking.

Three points were brought out by the demonstrator;

the difference in number of utensils necessary for making a cake by a recipe
rather than a cake mix, the use of the electric mixer rather than hand
beating, and collection of all utensils first rather than starting cake and
getting ingredients and utensils as needed.
To make these points, a table was set up with utensils necessary for
making cakes with a recipe on one side and with a cake mix on the other
side.

Then two small cakes

Iron cake mix were madei

the pupil (l)

collecting utensils and ingredients as needed, using a great many steps and
(2) using a tray to collect everything at once and make the oake without
moving many steps.
By using an assistant, the difference in energy was shown by mixing
two small cakes, one by hand, and one by the mixer.
mixer and the storage of other tools were discussed.

The placement of the
It proved the point

well.
Preparation of a quick meal.

A breakfast was used in this demon-
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stration to show points leading up to time required in preparation of a
meal*

After a short talk on planning ahead, buying groceries in quantity,

placement of equipment, and knowing recipes, a breakfast of juice, bacon,
eggs, and toast, and coffee was prepared in a matter of minutes, by the
pupil.
Setting the table*

The dining room in this horaemaking department

is 20 feet away from the nearest unit kitchen.

In the demonstration, a

tray was used to collect dishes to take to and from the table.

There were

hints on cupboard arrangement, stacking dishes of like sizes together and
having only the numoer of plates, silver, saucers and the like, usually
used at the family meal.
Arrangement of large equipment and placement of tools in the kitchen.
This demonstration followed others on food preparation as a sumaary of
points brought in the first three, as well as adding a few more suggestions
for work simplification.

Pictures of shapes of kitchenB and arrangement of

large equipment for better sequence of work were used to start the demonstration.

Then it was shown how old kitchens could be rearranged to permit

easier work.

After this, each work area was disoussed as to what should be

stored there and in which position.

A picture showing how to make vertical

files for storing lids, trays and the like was passed around for all to see.
Laundering
Storage of soiled and clean laundry.
most of the demonstration.

Pictures and discussion made up

The pupil made the suggestion that every person
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should have his own soiled clothes bag in his own room as a means of keeping
one box or basket from overflowing with the family's laundry.

The pictures

showed ways to put shelves in a linen closet and how to make a dirty clothes
bin that pulls out from the wall.
Hanging out and bringing in clothes.
in the family was

Two of each type of article

brought to this demonstration.

A line was stretched

across the room at the height of one's upstretched arms.

The demonstrator

first hung up the clothes which were in a basket placed oa the floor.

A

great amount of energy was wasted in the motions of having to lean over to
get the clothes and pins and then hang them up at far above shoulder level.
The line was then la. ered to shoulder level, the basket of clothes
was placed on a table with rollers and the clothes were hung up in such a
way as to make ironing easier.
she worked.
clothes.

A11

points were brought out by the pupil as

A clothes pin apron was used as an aid to easier hanging out

After the clothes were hung up they were taken from the line, most

of them being folded for no further ironing.
ironing would be easier.

The others were folded so that

These dry clean clothes were placed in the basket

on the roller table to be carried into the house.
The duplicate basket of clothes, in a disorderly pile, was then compared with the folded ones to show the difference in ironing hours.
Ironing.

The same day the ironing demonstration was shown.

An

ironing board and a stool in the center, a chair with a basket of sprinkled
clothes and folded dry clothes to the left and a chair for flat work and a
rack for hanging shirts on the right were on exhibit.

The demonstrator
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ironed one garment showing how to iron using slow strokes as well as
sequence of work.
After this, an article of clothing was obtained from a table on far
side of the room, ironed while standing with many quick strokes and much
handling of the garment, then carried to a closet in another room to hang;
proving waste of energy in such a method*
Sewing and tending
Cutting of pattern.

The three places generally used by the home-

makor when cutting a pattern - the floor, the bed, and a table - were all
used in the demonstration by the pupil.

After showing that it was easier

every tine the height was raised, she pointed out that even a standard
height of 36 inches was not correct for most people,

* height slightly

below the elbow proved to be less straining on the back.

To reach this

height the table was raised by putting blocks under the legs.

The same

pupil also gave the following demonstration; she was the only pupil who gave
two demonstrations.
Placement of machine.

A picture of a U-shaped sewing center with the

ironing board on the left, machine in the center, and a cabinet holding
notions and patterns on the right was shown to the class.

A talk on placing

the machine in good light, on a hard floor, and in an easily accessible
place, followed the showing of the picture.
Storage of notions.

A 1* x 1' pasteboard box, sectioned off by card-

board was shown to be a convenient place to store patterns, separating suit.

m
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dress, and pajama patterns in different sections.
small boxes side by side was shown.

Another box fitted with

Each small box was filled with thread,

needles, pins, tape measures, scissors and everything necessary for sewing.
A machine drawer or other drawer that could be set aside for a
notions drawer

and outfitted with dividing boxes was brought out as another

idea of convenience.

CHUTER III
APPLICATION OF WORK SIMPLIFICATION
AT SCHOOL AND AT HOi.E
After the class unit had been taught, the pupils applied the principles of work simplification to real situations.

They applied their know-

ledge to the hoinemaking department by ohanging it for more convenience.

In

the foods unit following this unit, there was evidence of methods of work
simplification being used.

At home, the pupils spontaneously made some

changes in their tasks and they each planned and carried out at least one
improvement in their home tasks.
Application to the Homomaking Department
and Foods Unit
There was a class problem in the application of the principles of
work simplification to the horaemaking department.

The department has three

rooms - a sewing laboratory, a foods laboratory, and a dining room, as well
as two large closets.

The class was divided, placing a group in each of the

five areas of the department.
venience and needs.

At first a survey was taken of the incon-

A class discussion after this brought forth many

suggestions for improvements in the five areas.

The pupils noted these.

Individual group discussions followed through which tentative changes were
planned.

The teacher having approved them, the pupils proceded to work.

In the foods laboratory there are three stoves, one sink, one
refrigerator, and four laboratory type cabinet tables.

A change had

previously been made by the teacher in which the tables were placed in the
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shape of a cross to make four L-shaped kitchens.

This point was brought

out in the discussion of suggestions for change.

There were twenty desks

in the kitchen, as well as a teacher's desk and a book case.

*iore space

was the problem, for two breakfast tables and eight chairs were needed.
The teacher's desk was moved to the dining room and the two tables were
brought in.
The dining room originally had a four piece dining room suite and
after desks from the kitchen and clothing laboratory were brought in, the
room was overcrowded.

This made the problem in this room.

The group

decided to combine the buffet and serving table into one large piece of
furniture.

The base of the china closet was made into a serving table,

which being low fitted under a window.

This gave room for the two desks.

In the sewing laboratory the six cutting tables had previously been
made into one large table.

Changes made by the group were to put the eight

sewing machines back to back in four units, insteud of having then in one
long row.

Bookcases, filing cabinet, and lockers for the home room were

placed side by side saving more space.

The desk, originally in this room,

was put in the dining room.
In the clothing laboratory closet, the lockers which had been parallel
to the wall were placed back to back in the center so that they were perpendicular to the walls making two compartments in the small room sized closet.
This gave a good dividing line between the teacher's material and the
pupils' sewing boxes.
got mixed.

This had been a problem as the things very often

The teaching material was filed in alphabetical order in the

lockers, and the small articles wer« put in labeled boxes.
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One of the greatest changes came in the kitchen closet, for it had
been crowded with unnecessary items.

Obselete and superfluous cooking

utensils were discarded, a spice shelf was made, the most used articles were
put on a shelf at elbow level.
The unit following this one was in foods.
much knowledge of work simplification be used.

In no other unit can so
Before any meal was pre-

pared the pupils not only planned the menu, market order and simple work
sheet used in second year home economics, but they listed all possible points
for saving time and steps.

Only one girl at a time prepared a meal in each

of the four unit kitchens.

This made her see the meal as a whole and made

her realize that she alone was responsible for preparing and serving the
meal in the allotted time.

Points found to be the greatest time and step

savers were the memorizing of the recipes, the use of a tray, the collection
of articles needed before working, knowing where all the equipment is kept,
serving Russian or Buffet style, and rinsing but not drying the dishes.
Application to the Home
Upon completion of the pupil demonstrations of methods of work simplification, the pupils were asked to observe methods used by others in
carrying out tasks at home.

During their observations, they were requested

to help others make their tasks easier by step-3aving or time-saving features
whieh they might suggest.

Any comments or reactions from those persons

observed were to be noted by the pupils.

Observations made by the pupils of

the way tasks were carried out at home and their suggestions for improvement
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involved all of the methods studied during the unit.

(Table II, p. 25)

Twenty-three pupils observed that people in the community were making
home tasks more difficult by the way they were doing it or by the equipment
they were using - meal preparation having the greatest mention and cutting
patterns the least.

In contrast, only twelve pupils noticed tasks being

done by a time or energy saving method - meal preparation and ironing having
the greatest mention and cleaning a room the least.

Suggestions to improve

the tasks being made more diffioult were made by sixteen pupils.

The women

to whom the suggestions for improvement were made accepted the suggestions
by commenting favorably to eleven pupils to the effect that they also considered it a good suggestion and would carry it out.

Four were reluctant to

change and even commented that it was just as easy the way they were doing
it.
When the lessons on task demonstration had begun the pupils were asked
to plan a home experience that would improve the method of doing some task.
They were reminded of the tasks that they had thought tiresome in the first
questionnaire and were told to watch the demonstrations closely for
suggestions for making the task less tiresome or to discover how to change
a task they had not realized was tiresome.
Spontaneous Uses of Work Simplification
Several days after the task demonstrations had been made in class
and home experiences had been planned, the pupils wrote down any methods of
work simplification they had used in their own home tasks over and ubove
those planned as home experiences.

More people changed their method of
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TABLE II
OBSERVATIONS JY PUPILS OF iaETHODS WHICH
HUB TASKS DIi-'KI CULT OR EaSY
(19 pupils in a third year homemaking ulass at Randleman High
School, Randolph County^ North Carolina)
Number of pupils
24

Tasks Made Difficult By Jxlethod Or Equipment Used
Meal preparation
Banging out clothes
Making beds
Cleaning a room
Ironing
Working at 6ink
Cutting pattern

6
4
4
3
3
3
1

Tasks lfe.de Easy By Step and Time Saving Features
Ironing
Meal preparation
Making beds
Cleaning a room

4
4
3
1

Suggestions Made To Improve Tasks
Make bed completely on one side at a time
Plan room cleaning
Fold instead of ironing clothes
Collect ingredients and utensils before
working
Lower clothes line
Raise sink height
Section dresser drawers
Sit while ironing
Use wheeled cart
Coiaments Upon Suggestions
Just as easy the way I was doing it
Easier this way
Glad you showed me
Saves time and steps
Will do it this way from now on

12

16
5
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
15
4
4
3
3
1

making beds and their conveniences for dressing than any other tasks.
changes were made in ironing and four were made in washing dishes.

Four

Three
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changes were made in the order of cleaning a room and one person began
using the vacuum cleaner.

In meal preparation, and washing hair one change

ms made in each, making a total of 27 tasks being improved,

TABLE III
TASKS IMPROVED SPONTANEOUSLY AT HOME
DURING THE CLASS UNIT
(19 pupils in a third year homemaking class at Randleman
High School, Randolph County, iiorth Carolina^
Tasks
linking beds
Dressing
Ironing
Washing dishes
Cleaning house
Cleaning a room, order of
Using vacuum cleaner
Heal preparation (improved work centers)
Washing hair (raised sink height)

Number of tasks
27
7
6
4
4
3
1
1
1

Planned Home Experiences
Home experiences were planned by moans of a conference with each
girl.

Reports were written on a form prepared by the teacher (p. 27).

To

help the pupils realize what changes really needed to be made in their tasks,
the second question on the home experience report blank asked what made the
task tiring or inconvenient.

To illustrate, should ironing be found a

tiring task, some points making it tiring would bet

have to stand up so

long; have to walk so muoh in getting unironed clothes and hanging up ironed
clothes} the large number of clothes to be ironedj and the time it takes to
do a family's ironing.
With these statements clearly in mind, the pupil ms able to make
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HOi-E EXPERIENCE IN L&KING

TASKS

AT HOME LESS TIRING

liame

Date

School

Claoi

What task or tasks do you find tiring at home?

What makes it or them tiring or inconvenient?

What changes did you follow to make the task less tiresome?

Where did you get your information or help in making the changes?

Mother's evaluation (state the value of this experience to your daughter.)

(signature)
Teacher's evaluationi
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the necessary changes to eliminate a great deal of fatigue.

To correspond

to the points in need of change, a stool or chair of the correct height ma
provided, unironed clothes were placed on a chair beside the worker with a
rack or chair on the other side on which to place ironed clothes, and more
clothes were folded instead of ironed, thus cutting the time of ironing to
a minimum*
The fourth question requesting a bibliography was completed by the
pupil listing books, pamphlets, clippings, and teacher or pupils of the
class from whom she had received her information.
When the experience had been carried out at home and the blank had
been filled in, the mother stated the value of the experience to her daughter.

Most of the comments were similar to this, "This experience has

helped my daughter learn how to save time and steps."

Some stated that,

"It has helped me to learn new ways of doing my tasks," and others said,
"It will help her when she has a home of her own."
Some of the pupils chose to improve more than one task and most of
them made more than one improvement in each task (Table IV, p. 29).

Five

pupils chose to make improvements in cleaning house, while five pupils chose
to make improvements in laundering.

Four pupils chose to make improvements

in preparing food and three improved dressing,while three pupils planned to
make an improvement in studying facilities and one planned an improvement in
sewing facilities.

Twenty-one tasks in all were improved as all the plans

were carried out.
To illustrate how the home experiences were carried out, the work of
each girl is described below.

They follow in the same order as the task
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TABLE IV
TASKS IiiPROVED THROUGH PLANNED HOiJE EXPERIENCES
(19 pupils in third year homemaking class at Randleman High
School, Randolph County, North Carolina)
Task!
Number of
Number of
Improvements
Pupils

Pupils
Cleaning
house

l^i unde ring

Preparing and
serving food

Dressing

Changed order of cleaning a room
Used vacuum cleaner and
its attachments
Used a cleanser instead of
water for cleaning windows
Made bed on one side before
going to other
Rearranged furniture
Placed chairs nearby to
hold unironed and ironed
clothes
Sat to iron
Used wheeled cart under
clothes line
Folded instead of ironed
clothes

Collected all articles
before cooking food
Rearranged cabinets
Placed utensils and
ingredients in correot
work area
Rearranged kitchen
Bathroom storage
improved
Improvised a closet
Rearranged wardrobe
Made a shoe bag
Sectioned dresser
drawers

Studying

Prepared a desk and
storage for books

Sewing

Stored notions in sectioned
machine drawers
Jade U-shaped sewing center

4
3
3
1
1

5
5
4
4

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
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demonstrations*
I.

Sewing was the task needing improvement for this pupil.

Her

problem was having to move about so much when sewing and having to hunt for
the notions every time she wanted to sew.

The sewing machine was in the

bedroom in which there was a very high bed.

She moved the ironing board

into the bedroom and put it beside the machine, used the bed nearby to cut
her patterns, and sectioned the machine drawers to hold the sewing notions.
With this arrangement she had a convenient step-saving U-shaped sewing
center.
II.

For this pupil's home experience, she chose to improve her

studying facilities.

She had a desk but it was not in the proper use.

Aiter

cleaning out the drawers and rearranging the top, she had a place for
studying

only.

III.

This pupil chose to change her method of cleaning a room and

cleaning windows.

Her problem was the time and energy used in cleaning a

room and cleaning windows.

She made a practice of removing all superflous

articles from the room before sweeping.

By carrying all the articles to-

gether that belonged in the same place, she saved much time and many steps.
Her use of the vacuum cleaner and its attachments proved to be more of an
aid to cleaning than she had realized before.

She changed her method of

washing the windows with soap and water to the use of a window cleaner.
IV.

Improvising a wheeled cart from a wagon and clothes basket and

changing her procedure for ironing was the home experience for this pupil.
She placed her unironed clothes on a chair to the left of where she sat to
iron and hung the ironed clothes on a rack on the door to the right.

Flat
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work was placed on a chair to her right.

She now folds many of the gar-

ments she used to iron*
V.

The order of cleaning a room, cleaning windows, and the use of

the vacuum cleaner and its attachments were chosen as a home experience by
this pupil.

She used the same order of cleaning a room as the other pupil

in III had done.

She found that she really likes to use her vacuum cleaner

now that it is stored closer to the living room.

She now cleans her windows

with a cleaner that can be wiped on and off in a matter of minutes.
VI.

This pupil chose to improve hanging out clothes and ironing as

her home experience.

She used a wagon and a bushel basket to raise the

height of the clothes basket and to make moving the basket easier.
could not sit to iron as her ironing board would not permit it.

She

To the

left of the ironing board she had her unironed clothes while at the right
she had a ohair for ironed flat work and coat hangers for shirts.

Ifany of

her clothes were folded from the line.
VII.

For this planned experience, the pupil chose planning the

rearrangement of the family kitchen.

They were remodeling the house at the

time and welcomed her interest in planning the kitchen.

She had some diffi-

culty in her plan because of a wood stove in the corner of the room best
suited for counter space.

Bar final plan provided for more localized work

centers and a rolling cart.
VIII.

Iteking beds and cleaning a room were in need of improvement

for this pupil.
was her problem.

Ser upstairs bedroom was unheated in the winter and time
She began making the bed first on the side from which she

arose and then on the other as she left the room. A practice of hanging up
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her clothes as soon as they were removed was most helpful as well as carrying everything possible at one time which needed to be taken downstairs* A
broom was provided for upstairs use only, thus saving many steps*
IX.

This pupil wanted to improve her facilities for studying as she

had no storage place for her books and no desk*

The desk she provided for

this purpose was too small but served the purpose for book storage.

The

teacher felt when she visited this pupil that her real improvement should
have come in sewing.

Her sister made the statement during the visit that

you never could find anything when you wanted to sew.
X.

As this pupil has few home duties, it was difficult for her to

choose a hone experience.
laundering facilities.

After some thought she decided to improve

She used a baby bassinette under the clothes line

to avoid stooping when hanging out and bringing in clothes.

This same

bassinette was used to hold the unironed clothes when she ironed,
tne clothes were folded at the line, cutting ironing time.

itemy of

She sat to iron

and had a rack nearby on which to hang her ironed clothes.
XI.

This girl does quite a bit of cooking and had found that each

food was taking too long to prepare.

To save some time and energy she re-

arranged her dish cabinets and made a habit of collecting all the needed
artloles before beginning her work.
XII.

This pupil also found preparing food to be tiresome.

It was

noticed in the teacher's visit that the kitchen included a stove, sink,
refrigerator, kitchen cabinet, and a breakfast table.

Eaoh of these was in

a different corner of the room except the table which was in the middle of
the room.

This was the main difficulty in preparing food but since she felt
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she should not make changes in moving furniture she rearranged the cabinet
so she could set the table easier and so she could get the cooking utensils
better.

By collecting all of her ingredients and utensils before cooking/

she made her work easier*
XIII.

In this pupil's planned experience, she rearranged the living

room furniture and improved the storage in the bathroom.

The main thing

hindering good arrangement in the living room heretofore was a desk used
for office work.

She replaced this with a drop leaf table and made the

other furniture more balanced and easier to clean around.

In the bathroom

she placed towels, men's underwear and soap at a convenient level, while
rearranging the other shelves to better use.
XIV.

This pupil was more interested in methods of work simplifica-

tion than any of the others.

She had applied so many of the methods before

that it was difficult for her to make a decision about a home experience.
She finally decided that her ironing facilities could be improved so she set
up her ironing board and a place to hold unironed and ironed clothes near
by.

She also organized the supplies and utensils in the various work areas

of the kitchen.
XV.

The improvements in this girl's home experience were in cleaning

a room and cleaning windows.

She nade a habit of picking up papers, and

other articles before oleaning with the vacuum cleaner.

She also began

dusting with the cleaner and leaving the cleaner conveniently near the
living room soshe would clean it more regularly, thus making house cleaning
easier.

She cleaned the windows with a preparation that wiped off quickly

and cleaned at the same time.

It was felt that the change really needed was
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in the area of sewing.
XVI.

A shipping box, about 2j» x 2^' x 5', was converted into a

closet by adding a rod at the top and putting a curtain over the front for
a door by this pupil.

She had aslced about how to make more storage space

in her bedroom before the unit was even mentioned.

Therefore she was most

pleased with her improvement.
XVII.

This pupil planned to improve her ironing and facilities for

hanging out clothes.
date for a visit.
previous visits.
XVIII.

The improvements were not seen as she would not set a

She had never invited the teacher inside the house in her
She reported having carried out the improvements planned.

As sne works after sohool, this pupil's home duties are few.

She needed a space to study and store her books so she could study easily
in her short time at home.

She prepared a desk and a bookcase for her books

in the den.
XIX.

Self grooming and care of the house are the main home interests

of this pupil.

For her home experience she cleaned out all of the dresser

drawers and her wardrobe, disoarded outgrown garments and sectioned her
dresser drawers.

By cleaning her shoes out from the bottom of the wardrobe,

a space was made for hand bags.

Her shoes were stored in a shoe bag.

changes gave her greater pride in dressing than ever before as well as
helping her keep her room neater than ever.

These

CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF THE UNIT BY PUPILS,
MOTHERS, AND TEaCHBR
This was the first time the methods of pupil demonstrations had been
used with these pupils and the teacher was interested in lenowing how they
felt about it.

A questionnaire was made out to see how well they liked it

and from which part of the unit they had derived the most knowledge.
From tabulated results it was found that more pupils gained information from demonstrations of other pupils and fewer gained information from
their own or the teacher's demonstrations (Table V, p. 36).
seemed strange.

At first this

-However, there were IS demonstrations by other people to

every one by a given pupil.

The pupils said the reason for this was that

other's demonstrations were watched carefully to see how well they were
being presented, thus absorbing what they had to say.
Most of the pupils liked the way in which the unit was taught and
felt it had caused them to take a greater interest in work simplification.
Mo6t of the mothers themselves approved of the ideas learned in this
unit as was evidenced by the 16 "yeses'' and the comments on the home
experience reports.

Over half of them or some adult approved so much that

they changed their methods of doing home tasks.
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TABLE V
EVALUATION OF THE WHOLE UNIT
(19 pupils in a third year homemaking class at Randleman High School,
Randolph County, North Carolina)
questions

Yes

No

Comment

From what part of the class work did you
gain most?

a*
b.
c.
d.
o.
f•
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

Other pupil's posture demonstration
Teacher's posture demonstration
Your own posture demonstration
Other pupil's task demonstration
Teacher's task demonstration
Your own task demonstration

10
7
2
12
6
1

Did you like the method in which the unit
was taught, that is, pupil participation
in giving demonstrations?

18

Did the unit help you notice ways that
other people take unnecessary time and
energy in doing their work?

19

Did the unit make you stop and think
whether you were doing your tasks with
a loss of time and energy?

19

Did you go home and make any spontaneous
changes in the way you had been carrying
out your home tasks?

18

Would you have made any changes at home
had it not been suggested as a home
experience?

10

Were you enthusiastic enough to tell
others what you were studying?

13

Did you approve of the changes made in
the homemaking department?

17

Did your mother approve of ideas learned
in this unit?

16

Did she (or some adult) make some changes
at your suggestion?

11

Fair

8

Yes, but would
have been less
interested

1

Not all of them
(Not filled in
by 3)

CH&PTER V
SmOttJRY AliD RECCMJENDA.TIONS
To develop the pupils* ability to apply the principles of work
simplification to various tasks at home, a unit on methods of work simplification was planned and taught to 19 third year homemaking pupils at
Randlem&n High School in Randolph County, North Carolina.
Method of Teaching Unit and Findings

To inquire about the pupils' feelings as to which tasks were more
difficult before any formal instruction was given in methods of work simplification, a questionnaire was filled out by the pupils.

It was found

that ironing, studying, washing dishes, and dressing were the most difficult
and tine consuming of tasks usually performed by high school pupils.
The unit was set up in three parts of varying numbers of lessons.
The first part attempted to gain interest in the elimination of fatigue in
the performance of household tasks by the use of a film.

Part two attempted

to gain pupil understanding of the relation of posture to fatigue and knowledge of good posture.

Part three was planned to continue the study of

factors contributing to fatigue by bringing out the elements other than
posture - sequence of work, arrangement of furniture and equipment, and
type of tools.
To make the unit more interesting and to cover as many phases of
household tasks as possible, the teacher and each pupil demonstrated the
application of methods of work simplification to the various tasks.
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After the demonstrations were finished, the class applied the principles of work simplification to the homemaking department and to the foods
unite

Several changes were made to ^ive more room in an overcrowded depart-

ment as well as creating means of saving steps, finding things with ease,
separating teacher's and pupils* materials, and making for easier cleaning.
In the foods unit the pupils used such methods of work simplification as
using trays, collecting articles before cooking,and allowing dishes to
drain dry.
To see how conscious the pupils were of methods of work simplification in the homes, a mimeographed form was filled out by them.

Twenty-

three tasks were observed as being made more difficult while 12 were observed as being made easy.

Upon seeing tasks being made more difficult,

they were asked to give suggestions for improving the method.
were noted when a suggestion for improvement was made.

Comments

Sixteen pupils made

suggestions for improvements, receiving 11 favorable comments, 4 unfavorable
comments, and one, no comment.
As the unit progressed and the pupils saw new methods for doing
household tasks, they spontaneously applied this knowledge to some of their
own home tasks.

More changes were made in bedmaking and dressing than in

others, but 27 spontaneous changes were made in all.
As a part of the unit, each pupil was requested to plan and carry
out a home experience in the application of methods of work simplification
to home tasks.

These home experiences were checked by means of reports by

the pupils and visits by the teacher.

Some of the pupils applied their

ability to more than one task, making a total of 21 tasks being improved.
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Usually several improvements were made in each task.
For the teacher to gain insight into the thoughts of the pupils on
the method used to teach the unit, a questionnaire was filled out by each
pupil.

It was found that most of them gained more information from the

demonstrations of other pupilB than any other part of the unit.

They liked

the method of pupil participation and felt they were motion-minded as a
result of the unit.

More than half were enthusiastic enough to want to

carry out home experiences and help others improve their own home tasks
without encouragement from the teacher.

Sixteen of the mothers approved

of ideas learned in this unit; eight made some changes in their methods of
work at the pupils* suggestions.
To oompare the various stages of the unit for each pupil, a chart was
prepared shov/ing tasks they felt tiring in the first questionnaire, the task
they demonstrated, their spontaneous application of methods of work simplification in the home, and their own planned home experience.

As a result

of this chart (Table VI, p. 40) it was found nine of the spontaneous improvements and 22 of the improvements made in the planned home experiences
related to the task they had checked as tiring in the first questionnaire.
Twenty-six spontaneous experiences result ed from seeing the demonstrations
of other pupils and one resulted from her own demonstration.

Eight of the

improvements made in the planned experiences related to the pupil's individual task demonstration, and 38 resulted from seeing the demonstrations of
other pupils.
Recommendations to Teachers
Since the pupils responded by applying the demonstrated methods of

TABLE 71
SUMMARY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE UNIT
(19 pupils in a third year homeraking class at Randleman High School. Randolph County, Itorth Carolina)
Pupil

Tasks Tiring at the
Beginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration

Dressing
Ironing

Clothes closets

Spontaneous Uses of
Methods at Home

/Inverted pan under washpan to raise it for
washing hair
leaking beds

Cutting patterns

II

Dressing

Bathroom storage

Studying
Preparing a meal
Ironing

Stored notions in sectioned machine drawers
Hade U-shaped sewing
center

Sectioned dresser
drawers

Washing clothes
Ironing

III

Improvements in Planned
Experiences at Home

Prepared desk and
storage for books
Preparation of a
desk and storage
of books

Placed ingredients and
utensils in collect
work area
Changed method of cleaning
a room and cleaning
windows
Used vacuum cleaner and
attachments
^^_____

s

TABLE VI (Continued)
SUHALRY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE UNIT
Pupil
IV

Tasks Tiring at the
Beginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration

Cleaning a room
Preparation of a meal
Ironing

Cleaning a room

Spontaneous Uses of
Methods at Borne

Improvements in Planned
Experiences at Home

Sat to iron
Folded instead of
ironed clothes
Placed chairs nearby to
hold unironed and
ironed clothes
Used wheeled cart under
clothes line
Made beds on one side
at a time

Studying
Cleaning a room

Washing dishes
Preparation of a meal

VI

iaaking beds
'Washing dishes
Preparing food

Changed order of cleaning
a room
Used vacuum cleaner and
attachments
Cleaned windows with
cleaner instead of water

Use of vacuum cleaner and attachments

Sat to iron
jaade beds on one side
at a time
Icude beds on one side
at a time

TABLE VI (Continued)
SUMMARY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE UNIT
Pupil

TaBics Tiring at the
3eginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration

Spontaneous Uses of
Methods at Home

Improvements in Planned
Experiences at Home
Sat to iron
Folded instead of ironed
clothes
Placed chairs nearby to
hold unironed and ironed
clotnes
Used wheeled cart under
clothes line

VI
Hinging out and bring(Coning clothes
tinued)

Cloaning windows
VII

Studying
Making beds

Made beds on one side
at a time
Inverted pan under
dishpan

Washing dishes
Cutting pattern

Rearranged kitchen

Furniture arrangement
Sat to iron
Picked up things before
cleaning room
Sectioned dresser
drawers
VIII

Making beds
Cleaning a room
Cleaning windows
Ironing
Cutting a pattern

Making beds

Made beds on one side at
a time
Changed order of cleaning
a room

TABLE VI (CONTINUED)
SUlfl&RY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE UNIT
Pupil
IX

Tasks Tiring at the
Beginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration

Spontaneous Uses of
Methods at Home

Ironing
Sewing
Tool and Hardware
storage

X

Improvements in Planned
Experiences at Home

Prepared desk and storage
for books

Preparing one food
Preparing a meal
Hanging out and
bringing in clothes

Used wheeled cart under
clothes line
Sat to iron
Folded instead of ironed
clothes
Placed chairs nearby to
hold unironed and
ironed clothes

Ironing

Sewing
Mending
Cutting pattern
Washing dishes
luade beds one side
at a time
Picked up things before
sweeping
XI

Washing dishes
Preparing food

Cake baking

Improved cake baking by
collecting articles
before cooking

&

TA3LE VI (Continued)
SUMMARY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE UNIT
Pupil

Tasks Tiring at the
Beginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration

Spontaneous Uses of
Liethods at Home
Sat to iron
Sectioned dresser
drawers
t-Used vacuum cleaner

Ironing
XI
(Continued)

Rearranged dish cabinet
to help in setting
table

Jt

XII

Studying
Cleaning windows
:<iaking beds
Preparing a meal
Setting table

Preparing a meal

Sectioned dresser
drawerB
Sat to iron
Improved room cleaning
XIII

Improvements in Planned
Experiences at Home

Sectioned dresser
drawers
Made beds on one side
at a time

Dressing
Making beds

Rearranged dish cabinet
for ease in setting
table
Improved cake baking by
collecting articles
before cooking
Improved bathroom storage

Washing dishes
Ironing
Setting table
Rearranged furniture

t

TABLE VI (Continued)
SULi&RY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGBS OF TIE UNIT
Pupil
XIV

Tasks Tiring at the
Beginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration

Setting table

Arrangement of
equipment in
kitchens

Spontaneous Uses of
tot hods at Home

Improvements in Planned
Sxoeriences at Home
Place! utensils in correct
work area in kitchen
Sat to iron
Placed chairs nearby on
which to place ironed
and unironed clothes

Ironing

Inverted pan under
dishpan
XV

Studying
Ironing
Sewing
Cutting pattern
Storage of soiled and
clean laundry
Used vacuum cleaner and
attachments
Improved room cleaning
method
Improved method for
cleaning windows

XVI

Sectioned dresser
drawers

Dressing
Studying
Hanging out and
bringing in clothes

Luprovised clothes
closet

Hanging out and
bringing in clothes
Washed dishes on counter
to raise dishpan

en

TABLE VI (Continued)
SUM&RY OF PUPIL'S ACTIVITY AT VARIOUS STAGES OF THE UNIT
Pupil

Tasks Tiring at the
Beginning of the Unit

Task Demonstration
____

XVII

Studying
Ironing

Ironing

Spontaneous Uses of
Liethods at Home

Sat to iron
Folded instead of ironed
clothes
Placed chairs nearby on
which to place ironed
and unironed clothes

Sowing
XVIII

Improvements in Planned
Experiences at Home

Dressing

Studying

Prepared desk and storage
for books

Washing dishes
Ironing
Placement of machine
and cutting pattern
XIX

Dressing

Rearranged wardrobe
Sectioned dresser drawers
Put up shoe rack

Cleaning windows
Ironing
Storage of notions
Inverted pan under
dishpan
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work simplification so well spontaneously, it seems that the planned experience should be an entirely new idea worked out by the pupil in applying
methods of work simplification to a home ta3k.

This change is recommended

as it causes the pupils to think through a new situation rather than
copying one already demonstrated.
The teaching of this unit to third year girls should precede any
teaching of foods work as the principles of work simplification are so
sorely needed in the foods laboratories.
A teacher summary or demonstration on certain phases of work simplification should be taught to first and second year girls.
Recommendations for Further Study
1.

It is recommended that a unit on v/ork simplification be taught

at the first of the year and that the application of methods to other honemaking units during the year be checked.
2.

A olass in methods of work simplification night be taught to an

adult class, studying the application to the hone.
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